
 

!!
“There’s no need to be perfect to  

inspire people. 
Let others be inspired by how you  
deal with your imperfections.” 

!

44,000+ people 
are making a 

difference to their 
confidence. 

Are you?

This information is for you if you are fed up with feeling like a fraud. 
If you experience your self confidence or self belief being 

there one day & gone the next. 
It’s for you if you want to build an authentic level of confidence 

without feeling arrogant or overly confident!

You are receiving this information on 5th Nov 2013 either because you are a member of 
Winning Women York or have been forwarded this by a member (nice lady! :-)

This is an EXCLUSIVE offer LIMITED to 5th Nov 2013!!!
For today ONLY, you will receive membership to The T.R.U.S.T. System - the online 

confidence programme for £97, original price £197! 
One off payment, Life time membership!!

For more details about the programme & see others experience you can 
READ MORE HERE. If you know that you want to take your confidence to the next level and 

comfortably SPARKLE into 2014 now then please go ahead click the buy now button.

Having been through the journey of self doubt to self belief, I know that it is possible to 
feel more comfortable in your own skin. See yourself in a more positive way. Speak out 

with confidence!
Imagine how work and your business will change with more self confidence.

Think of the impact this will have on those around you - friends, family, your children.
Just imagine trusting yourself and having true self belief.

Think of the difference women winning confidently will make!

This offer really is limited to 5th Nov 2013.
Insiders secrets

07970 444694       •       info@positive-belief.co.uk       •      www.positive-belief.co.uk 

For those who hate public speaking!

3 steps to presenting your business
with confidence & ease



 !!!
Confidence is a BIG topic and covers many areas that link together - self 
belief, self esteem, assertiveness, self worth, resilience, self worth etc. I 
use the term as a gateway of understanding to many of these topics. !
The 7 Keys that I will be sharing with you are a way to understand true 
confidence - not the ‘fake it ’til you make it’ stuff or ‘acting as if you 

have confidence’ Whilst these may work to give you a confidence 
“boost”, that will only get you so far. They are short term. Think about a caffeine or sugar 
boost, they may get you moving but do they keep you going long term? These Keys are 

designed to support you to have long term genuine confidence! 
! ! !

You will see this symbol throughout your workbook to represent what can 
unlock your confidence: the KEYS to get you moving. When you want to 
move forward and find the door closed, in fact locked, having the key makes it 

so much easier to make progress. 😄  

!
Sometimes though even if you have the KEY, you may be unaware what or 
where the  LOCK is. The key without the lock can be  just as useless, as the 
lock without the key, although sometimes, even just having clarity on the 

LOCK is the key to your progress. !!
 !

Even when you have the KEYS and know the LOCKS it can still feel tough to 
make change. Through the workbook you will see questions for each section 
that have been created to help the mind in your process of developing 
confidence. !!!!!!
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 ! !

Take _____________________________ 
!!!!!!!

 or  
 !! ! !

be locked in by ___________________ 
!!!!!!!!!!!!

 !
What if by taking  ___________________________ 
for how I feel, could change how I feel? 
!!!!!!
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!!
 !! ! !

Be _______________ and open 
 !!!!!

 or !
 !! !!

stay locked closed with ______________ 
!!!!!!!!!!!

 ! !
I wonder what it would be like to experience 
today with excited __________________________________ ? 

!!!
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!!!!
 !! !

Put in _______________ 
!!!!!!!!

      or !
 !! !!

be locked out by  ___________________ 
!!!!!!!!

 !
What if taking just one small step today would 
mean you were progressing? Moving forward? 
!!!!!
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!
 !
 !

Practice ________________ 
!!!!!!!

      or !
 !! ! !

be locked in with  ____________/____ 
__________ 

!!!!!!!
 !!

What if being _______________ to yourself really 
could change everything?  (inspired by Cheryl Richardson) 
!

!
!
!
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 !! !
Set you own ______________________  
!

 !!!!
      or !!
 !! ! !

Be locked in by ____________________ 
!!!!!!!!!!

 ! !
I wonder what would happen if you made your 
___________________ really achievable?  

!!!!!!
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 !! !

Cultivate  ________________ 
!!!!!!!

       or !
 !! ! !

Risk being locked down by 
_____________________ 

!!!!!!!
 ! !

What if there really was magic in 
______________________? 
!!!!!
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 !! !
Develop _________________ 
!!

 !!!!
       or !
 !! ! !

Be locked into a world of ___________ 
!!!!!!!!!!

 !!
What if ______________ yourself from deep 
within could change your life? 
!!!!!!
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Ready for  

Coaching?
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Do you know you want to change but don’t know where to start? !
Are you tired of feeling stuck or lost, but don’t really have a clear picture of what you 

want? !
Do you want to feel comfortable in your own skin and yet doubt and self criticism are 

daily practices? !
Does this sound like you? 

Then you could be ready for coaching! 

Are you ready to take full responsibility for your life? 
Are you ready to be real & honest? 

Are you ready to explore what’s holding you back, so you can step out of self doubt and 

into self belief, confidence and the life you desire? 

!
Coaching fees vary on which programme suits your specific needs and the only way for 
us to discover what they are is to have a breakthrough conversation, a.k.a a discovery 

session. 
Coaching isn’t for everyone. Every programme takes effort and time. (Seriously there is 

no magic wand!) Are you ready to put that time and effort in to yourself, for yourself and 
be supported throughout that process? !
Then you are ready for coaching! 

!
Contact me now for your complimentary  discovery session 

info@positive-belief.co.uk 
Please put ‘Discovery session’ as the subject heading.

mailto:info@positive-belief.co.uk
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